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Double stop slip leads
Available in 8mm braid or rope

Our KJK ‘Double stop’ slip leads are
designed to offer a lead that can be adjusted
to suit your dog for comfort and security.

Slide
adjuster

Quick and easy to use; one stop prevents the
lead from becoming too tight while the other
stop prevents the lead sliding off when your
dog is by your side and the lead is loose. The
Double stop slip lead can also be made into a
‘Head collar’ lead by pulling a loop through
the metal adjuster.
To turn our ‘Double stop’ slip lead
into a ‘Head collar’ lead
To turn your ‘Double stop’ slip lead into a ‘Head
collar’ lead just pull a loop of braid or rope through
the small adjuster to make a two loop lead. Place
the larger loop with the leather stop over your dogs
head. The loop that was pulled through the adjuster
now pulls back over your dogs muzzle/nose. Next
just pull back the braid or rope to make the head
collar, lining up the metal adjuster so it is centered
and comfortable under your dogs chin.
You now have a head collar that works and controls
your dog from the back of the neck as a normal slip
or clip lead with collar would; but with the ‘Head
collar’ lead your dog will be more responsive to you,
responsive to training and will be less likely to pull.

As a
‘Head collar’
Lead

As a
‘Double stop’
Slip Lead

Our rope and braid leads are light, strong, durable and washable and made from the highest quality materials in
our Devon workshop. KJK Ropeworks design and manufacture rope and braid dog leads, specialist webbing
leads and traditional whistle lanyards in cord and leather. Company established by Kevin Keatley in 1983.

